KAIZEN™ Kongress K2

Kaizen Institute Consulting Group, Ltd. organized its first KAIZEN™ Kongress K2, which was held in Bad Homburg, Germany in the Kaizen Institute Office Building November 6, 2015

With over 50 internal and external participants from all over the world, the KAIZEN™ Kongress K2 was a great success. Participants were able to experience a one of a kind benchmark tour to Rolls-Royce in Ober Ursel, Germany, where they learned about the implementation of KAIZEN™ methodologies (e.g. 5S, visual management and standardization).

The Keynote speaker; Jose Menendez, Head of Quality & Technology/Industry 4.0, Nokia Networks talked about „Embedding lean into Industry 4.0 transformation“, and a panel discussion with a Q&A session about "Key Learning from Nokia Networks when implementing KAIZEN on a Global Basis", lead by Jose Menendez and Ronna Smith from Nokia Networks, and the three breakout sessions presented by:

- Silvio F. D’Aquino, Professor, University of Santa Catarina, Brazil: Implementing Lean Thinking as a Strategic Initiative.
- Levente Hugo Bara, CEO, Supremia Group and Julien Bratu, Managing Director Kaizen Institute Romania: KAIZEN™ by Harmony Management System – from Company’s Vision to Daily Top Management Agenda.

made our first ever KAIZEN™ Kongress K2 a successful, rewarding and enriching experience for everyone who participated.
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